
Department VISION:

To empower Computer Science Engineers as technologically adept, innovative, self-motive and socially responsible professionals
by providing multi-dimensional education.

Department MISSION:

� To lay a strong foundation of programming knowledge by concentrating on fundamental concepts of Computer Science
and Engineering.

� To develop flair for logical thinking and innovative methods to produce software solutions.

� To strengthen employability and entrepreneurship skills.

� To produce socially responsible software professionals with ethical values

Pearls don't lie on seashore. If you want one , you must dive for it -Chinese Proverb



HOD DESK

              - The Unwritten Registry

Greetings to all.........  It gives

immense pleasure to introduce

the newsletter Cyber Chronicle

volume:3 issue:1 of our

department. The name indicates

this to be a newsletter but the

lines and words mean the

achievements and involvements in technical and cultural

aspects.

    There is a saying " As time ripens you will be rewarded

that you deserved ".I was designated as the HOD. I assumed

my responsibilities on 3rd June 2009.

To be a teacher is high calling. Teaching is divine mission to

escape the generation from moral death. No one can

substitute for a great teacher. I was gifted with such great

teachers. The students too have been steadily in pursuit

of achieving their objective of achieving excellence in

technical education, leadership and corporate excellence.

In today's more advanced and competitive world only the

efficient, the able and the smart can survive. So only the

B.Tech certificate is not sufficient to survive the

competition. Keeping this in mind we've conducted several

workshops and encouraged students to participate in

project expo , presentations and competitions conducted

both on and off campus. To list some of them in our campus

we've hosted the CISCO- IoTHACKATHON , conducted

workshops related to CLOUD COMPUTING and BIG DATA

ANALYTICS. We are planning on conducting more of them

to enhance the skills of student.

I applaud the efforts the newsletter committee put into

completion of this 'Cyber Chronicle'

To conclude with I have one advice to teachers, train

oneself and gain great wisdom to lead the intelligent and

talented students. This is the time of GENIUSNESS......

#TNT-TECH NOW TRENDING

LEAP MOTION

Leap represents an entirely new way to interact with your

computer.it is more accurate as

mouse.we can control a computer

in 3 dimension with our natural

hands and fingers movements

.Leap motion allows us to scroll

web page, zoom in the map and photos , sign documents

and even play a first person shooter game with only hand

and finger movements.

3D HOLOGRAPHIC PROJECTION

Holographic technology is

endless application as far as

the human mind can be

imagine.

Holographic technology is

not just about art or

business communication, they are about safety, security,

education, planning and the strength of our civilization here

and beyond.

Holographic technology will become the very integral part

ofhuman societies and civilization in the future

Student's corner

Toppers

K.Tejaswini VenkataKumari P.LakshmiMadhuri

13A21A0538 13A21A0547

VIII SEM (85%) VIII SEM  (84.66%)

B.KanakaMahalakshmi M.HariPriya K.Chandini

14A21A0557 14A21A0583 15A21A0552

VI SEM (9.09) VI SEM(8.96) IV  SEM (9.06)

A.V.S.Madhu Y.L.Alekhya D.L.Prathyusha

15A21A0511 16A21B0560 16A21B0512

IV  SEM (9.04) II SEM (9.54) II SEM(9.50)

Hope is the only thing stronger than fear - Anonymous



ACTIVITIES & TRAININGS

Training Programmes Conducted :

� Cloud Infrastructure and Services certification was

conducted by Dell EMC from 27-02-2017 to 10-03-

2017 for III CSE Students in Two different slots.

Cloud Infrastructure & Services Workshop

� Smart India Hackathon 2k17
Smart India Hackathon 2k17  is a huge competition

conducted all over India. This year the competition was

completely different from the previous years SIH

conducted by Indian government. In this they focused

on real time faced by the Indian citizen. They have

collected all the problems from various ministers of

the country and invited solutions from all over the

country. Considering ask of them which were sent

during December to February the shortlisted

candidates then participated in the round 2 conducted

in Chennai for 36 hours non stop on April first. Our

college boasts of the team that had been shortlisted

to the second round of this national competition.

                Smart India Hackathon 2017, Chennai.

� CCNA R&S MODULE-1: INTRODUCTION TO NETWORK

(19-12-2016 TO 18-03-2017) INSTRUCTOR - P RAVI KIRAN

� Cyber security -16 Members certified21-02-17to 17-05-17

� IOT-33 Members Certified(Batch-1) which was held

between  05-03-2017 -  24-03-2017

� C++ - 15 Members Certified From Batch-1;29 Members

Certified From Batch-2

� IoTHackathon 2017 ( 12th June 2017 - 14th June 2017)

The workshop was hosted by Swarnandhra College of

Engineering and Technology ( Autonomous), nodal center

in Andhra Pradesh for IoT Hackathon with the support of

M.Satyanarayana, P.Ravi Kiran (instructor Cisco in India) a

total of 19 teams(5 members per each team ) participated

in the workshop out of which 16 teams were from

Swarnandhra College of Engineering and Technology ,1

team from SRKR Engineering college,2 teams from AITAM-

Tekkali.

Winners

“You can do any thing as long as you have the passion, the drive, and the Support “ - Sabrina Bryan



Annifest-2k17

A skit by cse students
Student voice

I feel very blessed to be a computer

science student in Swarnandhra college

of Engineering and Technology. Our

faculty who are inspiring the future

Technocrats, they taught us technical

strategies,they mentor,guide us and

teach classes in a practical manner and

encouraged each and every student's

interests.Our backbone is our HOD

Dr.Y.Vamsidhar sir who

encourages studentideas and creats a platform to develop

their ideas.

Alumni Voice

I am G. VijayaDurga and I am proud to be an Alumni of

Swarnandhra College of Engineering & Technology 2012.

I joined this college as a normal girl from a rural area (with

no idea about a corporate job and its challenges). My dream

was to get a job in an MNC,if it wasn't Swarnandhra I

wouldn't have achieved it.

I finished my exams on 23rd April

2012 and joined in the Company

"Intergraph" on 1st May 2012. I

have successfully completed 5

years in this organization.

I believe Swarnandhra College of

Engineering and Technology is a

successful educational institute

which builds competitive spirit,

self-confidence and inspire

students to reach greater heights.

I recently travelled to US and ITALY for project delivery and

the satisfaction I got is an example for it.

"CISCOIoT HACKATHON" was held in nodal center ,

Swarnandhra College of Engineering and

Technology(Autonomous)  from 12th  to14th  June 2017

.It is a 24 hours  non- stop hackathon.

The workshop has been organized by Cisco academic

support center headed by Mr.ShubhjitJagadev with the

support of Mr. Satya RanjanBiswal , Mr. SumanthSahoo

(instructor Cisco India) .

CSE PENNING

CSE  is the " Grace" in Past

It is the "Boss" in Present

It will be the Winning "Toss" in Future

We Believe in Terminology

Achieve it with Technology

CSE is a MISSILE

And it is our PROFILE

PROGRAMMING ¬ø’Hê PROCESSING ¬ø’Hê
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                                  -D.RAHULNANDHA (III CSE)

“A mind needs books as a sword needs a whetstone, if it is to keep its edge” - Tyrrion Lannister, Game of Thrones


